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ELABORATION OF A VASCULAR CONDITIONED REFLEX 
IN MAN TO A CHANGE IN THE TENSION OF AN 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD OF HIGH FREQUENCY 

. By G. 1'\. Plakhanov and Vo Ve Vedyushkina of the Tomsk Medical Institute, 
the Institute of Cytology and Genetics of the Siberian Dep:::.rtment 

of the Academy of Sciences USSR, and of the· Institute of 
Automation and Electrometry of the Siberian Department 

of the Academy of Sciences USSR 

It has been established that in man it is possible to elaborate con
ditioned reflexes to the effects of a low frequency electromagnetic field 
(Petrov (5] ). The effect of a magnetic field has been o.ernonstrated on the 
higher nervous activity of man (Vasil 1yev [l] ) and of animals (Kholodo:v ( 8] ). 
Jn this connection an hypothesjs w;:is m8.rle th8.t high freq1.1'=~C)' ele-:tc.·0~2.g
netic variations, whose total tension at a11y point on the earth now amounts 
to a significant value, are also not a m 4 tter of indifference to man. 

METHOD 

As the unconditioned resporise the vascular response to cold accord
ing to a standard method was selected (Rogov [7], Pshonik (6] ). A plethys
mographic method was selected, first of all, because of its high sensitivity 
and, secondly, because of its practical uncontrollability on the part of the 
subject and, thirdly, due to the absence of any electrical elements in the 
apparatus. 

Serving as the conditioned stimulus was the change in the tension 
of a high frequency electromagnetic field ,generated by the DTP portable 
diathermy apparatus having a basic frequency of 735 kilocycles per second 
(1 megacycle per second according to the rating plate) (Liventsev [4] ). This 
apparatus in addition to the basic frequency generates a broad spectrum of 
noise and inasmuch as during the first experiments it was not known which 
frequency should be selected, the broad spectrum appeared the most de-
sirable. · 

A defect of this generator was the fact that during the operation of 
the spark discharger noise was created which could be heard by the subject. 
And inasmuch as a conditioned reflex could be elaborated even to inaudible 
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sounds (Gcrshuni [2]), switching the apparatus on and off for supplying 
the conditioned stimulus was w1suitable. For this reason, the _generator 
rem;;i.ined switched on throughout the entire experiment and the conditioned 
stimulus consisted of a change in the tension or spectrum of the emission. 

Measurement of the tension of the field at the site of the subject 
showed that the DTP apparatus of and by itself possesses a quite clear-cut 
direction diagram. When it was rotated in such a manner that the direc
tion of the sparks in the spark discharger was perpendicular to the direc
tion of the subject (analogous to a half-wave vibrator), then the tension of 
the field in which the subject was situated reached a maximum of 330 
microvolts /m at the resonance frequency. Upon rotating the device 90°, 
it was correspondingly reduced to 220 microvolts/m. The tension of the 
field at other frequencies also changed in an analogous manner. The ap
paratus was placed on a revolving chair which was rotated by hand to a 
special mark which indicated the maximum emission directed at the sub
ject. 

Another method of supplying the conditioned stimulus ·was to con
nect a wire to the terminal lead of the devic~, which produced a noticeable 
change in the spectral composition. of the emission (Fig 1). Connection of 
the wire was also effected by hand. Its other end lay freely on the floor. 
The wire was a flexible multiconductor cable, three meters long, with 
rutb·er insulation. Thus, the first as well as the second manipulation 
was carried out without any noise. No electrical measurements were car
ried out during the testing. All of the numerical data presented here were 
obtained following the tests \Vith preservation of the experimental condi
tions. 

Course of the Test. The subject was seated in a comfortable chair 
with arm-rests in a separate soundproof room. The wrists and one third 
of the forearm were placed in a plethysmograph with warm water (35°) 
(Pshonik [6] ). The DTP apparatus was switched ·'on, set in th~ position 
of minimum emission; for a period of 3-8 minutes the kymograph re
corded the baseline plethysmograms of the left and right arms and the 
pneumograms. The rate of movement of the tape on the kymograph was 
0.5 mm/sec. 

The first 3-5 tests were done wi~hout turning on any stimuli (habitua
tion to the situation). Then the effect of a conditioned stimulus was tested. 
In not one instance did rotation of the appa_ratus or connection of the 11an-:_ 
tenna" without re~nforcement by an unconditioned stimulus produce any 
plethysmographic response. 

After establishing a baseline, the elaboration of a conditione_d reflex 
was begun according to a gen·erally accepted scheme. After unequal in-: 

· tervals of from three to 15 minutes in the presence of a uniform plethys
mographic baseline, the conditioned stimulus was switched on. Its isolatro 
effect amounted to 20 seconds. and the _combined action of the conditioned 
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and unconditioned stimuli amounted t9 another 20 seconds. 
As the unconditioned stimulus, cold water w~s applied (+4°), passed·· 

through a copper coil on the left hand of the patient. .After shutting off the 
stimuli,· warm water (+35°) was passed through the ;coil for a period of 
15-20 seconds. A test lasted 40-50 minutes and inc;luded no m'ore than 
six combinations. After 16-20 minutes, 5-10-minute b1·eaks were al
lowed for the subject's rest. 

The studies were carried out on healthy persons, students from 
20-23 years of age, who were familiar with the purposes and.tasks of the 
experilnent. In all, more than 100 tests were carried out on seven sub-,· 

lh, 
jects. 
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Fig 1. Change of Field Tension Upon Rotation of the Apparatus (2), At
tachment of the Wire (3), and Bringing the Hand to the Apparatus (4). 
Intensity of the field in which the subject was found when the apparatus 
was set at a minimum ( 1) .. Ordinate, microvolts /m; abscissa, frequency 

in kilocycles/second. 

RESULTS OF STUDIES 

After establishing a baseline and extinguishing the effect bf distant 
stimuli (sound, light), a conditioned reflex was elaborated to white light 
and differentiation was elaborated to re,d li"ght. A reflex was developed 
after five combinations {white light plus cold), in which case extinction 
required the four-time use of the stimulus without reinforcement. Dif
ferentiation was developed after seven applications of red light without the 
cold reinfor.cement. 

With this as a baseline elaboration was begun of a conditioned reflex. 
to rotation of the apparatus according' to the method outlined above. Fol-. 
lowing 13 combinations: there occurred a noticeable but initially unstable 
conditioned-reflex constriction of the vessels, which became stronger and 
was clearly marked after 24 combinations {Fig 2). The reflex remained 
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stable and constant up to the 46th combination, following which extinction 
was carried out, occurring· after three revolutions of the apparatus with~ 
out reinforcement. Restoration of the reflex required two combinations, 
following which it was again preserved for 14 tests. 

After cbvclopin-6 a stable conditioned reflex we observed an at first ' 
· glance extremely strange phenomenon: \Vhen the experimenter was just 
getting ready to give the conditioned stimulus and extended his hand 
toward the apparatus, the curve of vascular tonus abruptly declined. A 
detailed examination of all of the elements of such an experiment showed 

. that due to capacitance coupling bringing the hand toward the apparatus 
·noticeably increases the field intensity in which the subject is situated 
(Fig 1 ). 

· In another series of tests the conditioned stimulus was carried out 
by connection of the wire without preliminary elaboration of a conditioned 
response to ordinary stimuli. The conditioned reflex was elaborated on 
the 12th combination (Fig 3}. Following 16 combinations, it was ex
tinguished, which required the two-time use of the conditioned stimulus 
without reinforcement. · 

In this manner the conditioned stimulus to a change of an electro
magnetic field was elaborated with three variations in the case of three 
methods o_f stimulus application: upon rotation of the appa-ratus, bringing 
the hand toward the apparatus, and connecting a wire to the terminal 
lead. 
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F:l.g 2. Conditioned Reflex to the Change in El~ctromagnetic Field Intensity 
Upon Rotation of the Apparatus (Subject M. ). 1 -- Plethysmogram of the 
right hand; 2 ~ - Plethysmogram of the left hand; 3 - - Plotting of the 
stimulus. n -- change in field intensity, X -- addition of the cold stimulus. 

Fig 3. Conditioned Reflex to the Change in Electromagnetic Field Intensity 
. Upon Connection of the Wire. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

111 the tests described we. obtained clear-cut conditioned-reflex con

tn-iction of the vessels. However, can one affirm that the conditioned 

in:nulus here was the change in electromagnetic field intensity and not 

41
_:~ .. \Ccompanying stimulus? Inasmuch as the subject was situated in an 

lt.:-L.Atcd chamber, concomitant contact stimuli .were excluded in the same 

~ .. ~::;icr as visual and olfactory stimuli. Hence, the only channel for the 

,u·riv:i.l of a parasitic signal could. be noise. The acoustic insulation of 

c-.~ chamber was not complete and the sound of the 'switched-on diathermy· 

.. ">·:-1.uatus was perceived by the subject at the threshold of audibility. 
"'r r 
However, the supply of the stimulus - - rotation of the apparatus, applica-

t!On of the wire, and ~xtension of the hand - - did not for practical pur

po~es alter the pitch, 'volume or timbre of the sound emitted from the 

~,.dtched-on apparatus. At least the man sitting alongside the apparatus 

'1:t~S unable to detect any changes in the nature of the sounds. Hence, the 

4 r-rival of information along a sound ch.annel can also be excluded with all 

likelihood. 
Temperature and electrical channels might also have indirectly 

c,irried·a signal, i.e., with the change in field intensity on metallic ob

jects (the copper coil, parts of clothing) electrical currents mighi: have 

been induced which, in turn, could have evoked either a direct effect on 

the body or an elevation of temperature of metallic objects and a tempera

ture effect. However, calculations indicate that temperature elevations 

of metallic parts with a change in field within the limits of 100 micro

volts/m would be several orders less than the usual temperature fluctua

tions and the induced currents would be several times less than the sub

ject's own biological currents and significantly below the level of the 

noises created by radio stations, industrial installations, and so on.' 

Accordingly, analysis of all the possible pathways for the arrival 

o! a signal leads to the conclusion that in these tests a change in the in

tensity of a high frequency electromagnetic field was evidently the condi

tioned stimulus. 

With respect to the mechanism fo'r the reception of this signal, we 

can only express the hypotheses: 1) the receptors for the electromagnetic 

field are· the end structures of known organs of sensation {the optic retina, 

skin endings_, etc. } ; 2) there are specific receptors for it (for example, 

in the skin); 3) the electromagnetic field is perceived by any living cell,. 

particularly, by nerve cells of the brain. · 

It is also very possible that the field acts indirectly on the cells, by 

producing fine physico-chemical changes in the internal environment of 

the body, and secondarily affecting interoceptors. In this case, the mech-
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anism for the reception of an electromagnetic field may be analogous to the perception of weak dos es of ionizing radiation (Grigor'yev and Kvas -nikova. [3], Tsypin [9]) and the field assumes the role of a non-specific, inadequate stimulus. However, further research is necessary to elucidate the mechanism of its action. 
In conclusion, it is our pleasant task to express sincere thanks to L. L. Vasil'yev, I. V. Toroptsev and A. B. Zborovskiy for consultation, discussion and assistance in carrying out this study. 
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